(C8300) Quantitative and Qualitative Methods
Convenor: Vlad Costin

Computer-Based Exam CEX (30%) - 1 hour:
Computer-based exam facilitated via the Canvas module site. Students will have a 24-hour window in which to begin the test. Once started the test must be completed within the time limit – students will not be allowed to restart the test. The quiz will have 25 questions in the same format as the online quizzes administered throughout the term, drawing on all the content assessed in the sit version. This will be available on Canvas, under Quizzes.

Problem-Set PRB (40%):
This will follow the same format as the sit version (see detailed information here). The resit problem set will be released 72 hours before the deadline. Answers should be submitted using the relevant submission point on Canvas.

Report REP (25%) - 2,000 words:
The report will follow the same format as the sit but will be based on an altered dataset (see detailed information here). Further information will be available on the Canvas module site here.

Research Log LOG (5%) – 500 words:
Please submit an essay on the following topic using the relevant submission point on Canvas:

“Explain how the phrasing of study materials may bias participant responses in a psychological study (500 words). You may use your own observations from being a participant and collecting data on modules in your response. Aim to spend no more than 1hr preparing and submitting your answer.”